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I. Introduction

The role of money and its effects on national output have generated a

voluminous amount of literature (Blanchard, 1990; Lucas, 1996; Sargent,

1996). Since Friedman and Schwartz (1963) rekindled the research on the

effects of money on aggregate output, numerous studies have aimed to

characterize and establish the interactions between money and output. Theor-

etical models are constructed to show that money can affect output via

different channels, including unanticipated monetary shocks, real and nom-

inal rigidities, and menu costs. However, the accumulated empirical results,

which are derived from different speci®cations, different sample periods, and

data from different countries, still do not give a de®nite answer to the

question of whether money affects output. Also, there are diverse opinions

on how money affects output.

Most empirical studies adopt a vector autoregression (VAR) framework or

a modi®ed one to analyze the causal relationship between money and output

following the two seminal studies by Sims (1972, 1980). A basic regression

equation has output as the dependent variable and lagged output and money

as regressors. The basic speci®cation is often augmented with additional

macroeconomic variables as controlling variables. The statistical signi®cance

of the lagged money variable is used to evaluate the effects of money.

Depending on the choices of sample periods, controlling variables, and data
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transformation methods, one can get a wide range of results on the signi®-

cance of the money variable.

In this study we examine the implications of conditional heteroskedas-

ticity for testing the effects of money on output. The family of autoregressive

conditional heteroskedastic (ARCH) processes is the predominant tool to

model conditional heteroskedastic behavior in economic time series. Intro-

ducing stationary conditional heteroskedasticity to the classical regression

framework does not affect the best linear unbiased estimator status of the

least squares (LS) estimator. However, as pointed out by Engle (1982),

conditional heteroskedasticity will lead to inconsistent standard errors for LS

estimates when the set of regressors contains lagged dependent variables.

Thus, the LS approach to test for money-output causality, which typically

includes lagged output variables as regressors, can lead to misleading in-

ferences in the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity.

In the following sections we verify that the presence of conditional

heteroskedasticity can lead to a signi®cant loss in the power of the usual LS

test for monetary effects. One possible way to improve upon the LS approach

is to pursue the maximum likelihood (ML) technique, which is known to be

able to deliver more ef®cient and precise estimators. In general, more

ef®cient and precise estimators allow more reliable inferences on the sig-

ni®cance of the explanatory variables. Using Monte Carlo methods we

illustrate that, compared with the usual LS approach, the ML procedure

incorporating the ARCH structure has a better power to detect causality in

the presence of conditional heteroskedastic errors. While the ef®cacy of the

ARCH-ML method provides a more precise estimation, it should be pointed

out that the importance of money depends on both the signi®cance and

magnitude of the monetary effect.

Theoretically, the presence of ARCH effects in the usual money-output

causation regression can be attributed to uncertainties in monetary policy and

output. For instance, the signal/noise approach pioneered by Lucas (1972)

shows that imperfect information about money can induce monetary effects on

output. Uncertainty in money can be a result of measurement issues, unavoid-

able policy errors, or authorities' planned randomization. In the presence of

imperfect information, output is affected by unexpected changes in money

and, subsequently, output volatility is related to, among other factors, monetary

volatility. In fact, conditional heteroskedasticity can be generated from the

Taylor (1975) model in which the public determines their output decisions

according to the perceived policy. When the public infers the monetary policy,

via trials and errors, from the observed data, information imperfection can

induce persistence variation and ARCH type effects in output data.

There are other possible reasons for the presence of ARCH effects. For

instance the ARCH term can be attributed to missing variables or news
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variables that arrive in a clustering manner. The ARCH phenomenon is also

related to the notion of time deformation (Stock, 1988). When the economic

and calendar time scales are not the same, data recorded according to

calendar time can exhibit ARCH behavior even when there is no conditional

heteroskedasticity under the economic time scale. It seems that there are

various channels whereby ARCH may arise in the money-output regression.

Thus, if the output (conditional) volatility is not completely captured by

money variables and other regressors, we have to control for the ARCH effect

in testing for monetary effects.

Of course, the presence or absence of ARCH is an empirical issue.

Existing studies indicate that ARCH effects are quite common among

economic variables. As a preliminary analysis, we examined the time series

properties of data on output and money used in this exercise. After control-

ling for the ARMA dynamics, there is substantial evidence of ARCH effects.

In fact, for the sample periods considered, the ARCH effects in output and

money data are statistically signi®cant at the 1% to 10% levels. Thus, the

presence of ARCH and its effects on money-output causality tests are not

merely a theoretical possibility, it is also an empirically relevant issue.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II brie¯y

reviews the empirical literature on money-output causality. Section III

illustrates the effect of an ARCH error term. It is found that the power of the

standard F-test for causality is drastically weakened in the presence of ARCH

errors. Compared with the F-test, the ML approach allowing for ARCH

effects has better power to detect a causality relationship. Section IV re-

estimates two money-output regressions reported in Friedman and Kuttner

(1993) and Thoma (1994). Conditional heteroskedasticity is found in the

regression speci®cations used in these two studies. Once the ARCH effect is

accounted for, we ®nd evidence of money causing output ± a result that is

contrary to the ones reported in the original studies. In the same section, we

also explore the implications of ARCH effects for estimating the magnitude

of monetary effects. Some concluding remarks are offered in Section V.

II. Selective Literature Review

Comparing the cyclical patterns of the U.S. historical data on money and

output, Friedman and Schwartz (1963) provocatively contend the strong

effect of money on output. As it is dif®cult to disentangle cause from effect

using correlation patterns alone, Sims (1972) offers a formal procedure to

test the hypothesis that money causes output. Sims (1980) further proposes

the VAR methodology, which considers the possible effects of variables other

than money and output, to analyze the monetary effect. A common regression

equation used in the VAR tradition to study the effect of money on output is
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yt � f t �
Xp

i�1

ãi ytÿi �
Xq

i�1

ëi mtÿi �
Xr

i�1

áiwtÿi � å t (1)

where yt is a measure of output, mt a measure of money, and wt a vector of

controlling variables. ãi, ëi, and ái are coef®cients of the appropriate dim-

ensions, f t is the trend term, p, q, and r are lag order parameters, and åt is

the error term.

The evidence of monetary effects depends on, among other things, the

choice of variables included in (1), the method used to transform the data, the

speci®cation of the trend term, and the sample period under consideration.1

For instance, Sims (1972) examines a bivariate system containing only yt and

mt and reports strong evidence of money causing output. However, the

monetary effect vanishes when short-term interest rates are included as a

control variable (Sims, 1980; Litterman and Weiss, 1985). Christiano and

Ljungqvist (1988) show that monetary effects are found in log-level data but

not in ®rst-differenced data. Stock and Watson (1989) offer a detailed study

on the implications of trend speci®cations on causal regression analyses.

These authors ®nd that deviations of M1 growth from its linear time trend

affect output growth. The reported monetary effect, however, appears not

robust to two modi®cations: a) an extension of the sample period; and b) an

alternative choice of the interest rate variable (Friedman and Kuttner, 1992,

1993).2

The empirical research on the effect of money expands rapidly in several

directions following advances in theories that incorporate imperfect informa-

tion, nominal rigidities, and menu costs. Sophisticated empirical models have

been devised to examine the implications of anticipated and unanticipated

(Barro, 1977), positive and negative (Cover, 1992; Thoma, 1994), and large

and small monetary shocks (Ravn and Sola, 1996) on output movements.3

1It is noted that the use of equation (1) to infer the causal relationship between money and output
is not a universally accepted procedure. For instance, equation (1) can be interpreted in terms of the
incremental explanatory power of money. However, for expositional purposes, we follow the
`convention' in the money-output causality literature while realizing the controversy of such an
interpretation. See, for example, Granger (1980) for a detailed discussion on issues related to testing
for causality in economics.

2Krol and Ohanian (1990) report that the ®nding of Stock and Watson (1989) may be country
speci®c. Using the Stock and Watson framework, these authors ®nd very limited or no evidence of
money causing output for Canada, Germany, and Japan.

3A variety of asymmetric monetary effects are reported. Barro (1977) reports that unanticipated
money shocks affect output while anticipated shocks do not. Cover (1992) categorizes money
supply shocks into positive and negative shocks and ®nds that only negative ones affect output
growth. Rhee and Rich (1995) report that the degree of asymmetry between positive and negative
money shocks is positively correlated with average in¯ation. Thoma (1994) ®nds that the
asymmetry between positive and negative money growth becomes signi®cant only if the effects of
money are allowed to vary over business cycles. Ravn and Sola (1996) argue that asymmetry exists
between large and small money shocks according to the menu-costs hypothesis.
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The set of controlling variables has been expanded to include, for example,

monetary policy regimes (Bernanke and Mihov, 1998), commodity prices

(Sims, 1992), and credit rationing (Galbraith, 1996). Recently, the implica-

tions of identifying restrictions on money-output causality test results, a

fundamental issue underlying the VAR approach, have been investigated.

Cochrane (1998) argues that a reasonable assumption specifying the relative

effects of anticipated and unanticipated money should be used to study the

effect of money on output. Faust (1998) examines the hypothesis that, for

every reasonably identi®ed VAR, the monetary effect accounts for a small

share of the forecast error variance of output and ®nds little support for it.

III. ARCH Disturbance and Causality Test

The family of ARCH processes, ®rst proposed by Engle (1982), is a

convenient and powerful device to analyze the volatility clustering phenom-

enon commonly observed in economic time series. For a classical regression

model, the introduction of a stationary ARCH error term does not invalidate

the Gauss-Markov theorem. The LS estimator is still the best linear unbiased

estimator. Asymptotically, however, the ML estimator incorporating the

ARCH effect is more ef®cient than the LS one. Further, if lagged dependent

variables are included as regressors, the LS procedure may lead to incon-

sistent results. The inconsistency arises because of the dependence between

ARCH errors and lagged dependent variables. Thus, standard errors com-

puted from the LS routine are not consistent and can give rise to misleading

statistical inferences (Engle, 1982, p. 994).

In their study of the causal relationship between consumer and wholesale

price indexes, Granger, Robins, and Engle (1984) report that individual

parameter estimates from the LS regression and from the ARCH-ML estima-

tion are quite different. Grier and Perry (1993) show that the LS procedure

and the ML estimation allowing for ARCH effects give dramatically different

conclusions on the effect of money on interest rates. To gain more insight

into the issue, we conducted a Monte Carlo experiment to investigate the

possible effects of ARCH disturbances on the size and power of causality

tests. The experimental design for the power study is as follows. Two arti®cial

data series are generated according to

zt � j0 � j1ztÿ1 � j2xtÿ1 � í t,

í t � iidN(0, 1),
(2)

and
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zt � j0 � j1ztÿ1 � j2xtÿ1 � å t,

å tj tÿ1 � í t h
1=2
t , ht � á0 � á1å2

tÿ1:
(3)

By construction, xtÿ1 and vt are independent and xt causes zt if j2 6� 0. The

hypothesis that xt does not cause zt is evaluated by testing if j2 � 0. The

main difference between (2) and (3) is that the error term in (2) is the

conventional white noise process while the one in (3) follows an ARCH(1)

speci®cation.

To evaluate the impact of ARCH effects on the causality test, we apply

the standard F-test, which is commonly used to test for causality, to the data

generated by (2) and (3) to test the hypothesis of j2 � 0. The rejection per-

centages, based on 10,000 replications and a sample size of 300, are reported

in Table 1. To ensure the changes in test results are due to the built-in ARCH

feature, the same set of xt and vt are used to generate the data speci®ed by (2)

and (3). Comparing the numbers given in columns 4 and 5, we observe that

the ARCH effect severely reduces the empirical power of the F-test. For

example, consider the 5 percent test. For the case j1 � 0:5 and j2 � 0:2, an

ARCH parameter of á1 � 0:75 can lead to a decrease of empirical power

from 96 percent to 61 percent. Moreover, the deterioration in power appears

positively related to the strength of the ARCH effect.

The last column in Table 1 reports the rejection percentages when the

likelihood ratio test is applied to data generated according to (3). Compared

with the standard F-test, the likelihood ratio test incorporating the ARCH

effect clearly demonstrates a better power performance. Again, consider the

5 percent test. For the case j1 � 0:5, j2 � 0:2, and á1 � 0:75, the likelihood

ratio test has an empirical power of 86 percent while the F-test has 61

percent.

Overall, the simulation results illustrate that the standard F-test for

causality will experience a signi®cant loss of power in the presence of ARCH

effects. One can recoup most of the loss in power by explicitly accounting for

the ARCH effect in the testing procedure. The sample size and ARCH

parameter values used in Table 1 are comparable to those in the empirical

examples discussed in the following section. Simulation results based on a

more extensive set of parameter con®gurations give inferences similar to

those reported in Table 1.4 We also conducted an experiment with j2 � 0

and á1 6� 0 to investigate the effect of ARCH errors on the size of the

standard causality test. Interestingly, we ®nd no signi®cant size distortion in

4For instance, we also considered cases in which xt and vt have correlation coef®cients
comparable to those of the output and money growth data used in Section IV. The power estimates
are very similar to those in Table 1, and there is no change in the rankings of the power
performances.
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the presence of ARCH errors. To conserve space, we did not report the

simulation results on the size effect. All these additional simulation results

are available upon request.

IV. Money-output Causality

As pointed out in Section II, the empirical money-output causality regression

typically has lagged output (the dependent variable) as one of the regressors.

Given the simulation results, we know that it will be dif®cult to uncover the

monetary effect if there is conditional heteroskedasticity. In this section, we

re-examine two empirical studies, Friedman and Kuttner (1993) and Thoma

(1994), to highlight the potential effect of conditional heteroskedasticity on

money-output causality test results.

TABLE 1

Power of Causality Tests

OLS

F-test

OLS

F-test

MLE likelihood

ratio test

Parameter Value Test Size White Noise ARCH(1) ARCH(1)

á0 � 1.00 j1 � 0.5 0.01 99.70 69.07 97.10

á1 � 0.75 j2 � 0.3 0.05 99.98 86.62 99.32

0.10 100.00 91.96 99.69

j1 � 0.5 0.01 86.76 35.51 68.14

j2 � 0.2 0.05 96.23 60.99 86.27

0.10 98.37 73.08 92.07

j1 � 0.5 0.01 27.51 8.83 15.24

j2 � 0.1 0.05 54.42 25.26 33.86

0.10 67.84 37.85 45.64

á0 � 1.00 j1 � 0.5 0.01 99.70 57.46 96.88

á1 � 0.85 j2 � 0.3 0.05 99.98 78.35 99.24

0.10 100.00 86.34 99.65

j1 � 0.5 0.01 86.76 27.80 67.20

j2 � 0.2 0.05 96.23 52.13 85.80

0.10 98.37 64.99 91.62

j1 � 0.5 0.01 27.51 7.01 14.90

j2 � 0.1 0.05 54.42 21.80 33.29

0.10 67.84 33.52 45.29

Notes: The results are based on 10,000 simulations with the sample size of 300. The rejection
percentages under column 4 are computed from arti®cial data generated according to equation (2)
and those under columns 5 and 6 are from data generated according to equation (3) in the text.
Column 1 gives ARCH parameter values under equation (3). Column 2 gives the parameter values
that are common to both equations (2) and (3). j0 � 0:00001 for all cases. Column 3 gives the
nominal test size.
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Friedman and Kuttner (1993)

Friedman and Kuttner (1993) extend the analysis of Stock and Watson (1989)

by increasing the sample size and using an alternative interest rate variable.

The reduced-form equation used to test for monetary effects is (Friedman

and Kuttner, 1993, equation 2)

Äyt � c� ìt �
X12

i�1

ãiÄytÿi �
X6

i�1

ëiÄmtÿi �
X12

i�1

äiÄptÿi

�
X12

i�1

èiÄrP, tÿi �
X12

i�1

öi(rP ÿ rB) tÿi � å t:

(4)

The output (yt) and money (mt) are represented by the industrial production

index and M1 in logs, respectively. The vector of control variables (wt in (1))

includes the producer price index ( pt, in logs), the commercial paper rate

(rp,t), and the secondary-market three-month U.S. Treasury bill rate (rB,t).

The trend term is de®ned as f t � c� ìt, Ä � (1ÿ L) is the ®rst-difference

operator, and åt is the error term. Based on the sample period 1959:01±

1990:12 and the F-statistic, Friedman and Kuttner (1993) ®nd the money

variables are not jointly signi®cant; that is, money does not affect output.

This result is contrary to the one reported in Stock and Watson (1989).

Before testing for the monetary effect, we performed some preliminary

data analyses to ensure (4) is an adequate model to work with. First, the

ADF-GLS test (Elliot, Rothenberg, and Stock, 1996) results indicated that all

of the variables are integrated order of one and the interest rate spread

rP ÿ rB is stationary. Further, the Johansen (1991) procedure showed that the

variables are not cointegrated and, hence, an error correction term is not

required in (4). To conserve space, these preliminary test statistics are not

reported, but are available from the authors. In terms of the integrating

properties of the variables, we consider (4) to be an appropriate speci®cation.

The causality test results are summarized in Table 2. Similar to Friedman

and Kuttner (1993), the LS estimation ®nds no evidence of monetary effects.

The F-statistic fails to reject the null hypothesis that effects of lagged money

growth are jointly insigni®cant. However, the Q2-statistics indicate the

possibility of ARCH effects. While the residuals are not serially correlated,

the squared residuals are.

The results based on the ML estimation of (4) with an ARCH(1) error

structure (that is, åtjtÿ1 � (0, ht) and ht � á0 � á1å2
tÿ1) are presented in the

last two columns in Table 2.A. The ARCH parameter á1 is highly signi®cant.

As indicated by the diagnostics, the ARCH(1) speci®cation adequately

describes the conditional heteroskedasticity in (4). On the monetary effect,

the likelihood ratio test rejects the hypothesis that the money has no effect on
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future output. Thus, once the ARCH effect is allowed for, the money-output

causality documented by Stock and Watson (1989) is actually robust to the

extension of the sample period and the use of an alternative measure of the

interest rate variable.

Friedman and Kuttner (1993) also report that the commercial paper rate

has no impact on future output. As the ARCH effect can obscure the

causation relationship between money and output, it may also yield mislead-

ing evidence on the effect of commercial paper rates. Thus, we re-examine

the commercial paper rate effect and present the results in Table 2.B. Using

the LS approach and allowing for no ARCH effects, the F-statistic for the

joint signi®cance of commercial paper rate coef®cients has a p-value of 35

percent. This con®rms the result reported in Friedman and Kuttner (1993).

However, when the error term is corrected for ARCH effects, we reject the

hypothesis that the coef®cients of commercial paper rates are jointly insignif-

TABLE 2

Money-Output Causality ± The Friedman and Kuttner (1993) Case

2.A. Money Causes Output

OLS ARCH (MLE)

Causality Test 0.6149 [0.7183] 14.3286� [0.0261]

ARCH Parameters

á0 ± ± 0.000021�� (0.000003)

á1 ± ± 0.749106�� (0.16294)

Q(1) 0.1609 [0.6882] 2.6450 [0.1038]

Q(3) 1.9414 [0.5846] 2.9143 [0.4050]

Q(6) 2.4539 [0.8735] 3.5800 [0.7333]

Q2(1) 3.1276y [0.0769] 0.0562 [0.8124]

Q2(3) 3.7473 [0.2900] 0.8537 [0.8365]

Q2(6) 5.6566 [0.4627] 2.6717 [0.8487]

2.B. Interest Rates Cause Output

OLS ARCH (MLE)

Causality Test 1.1149 [0.3469] 24.4224� [0.0178]

Notes: The least squares regression results of equation (4) are summarized in columns 2 and 3.
Columns 4 and 5 give the maximum likelihood estimation results allowing for an ARCH(1) error
term. The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors. P-values are given in square brackets.
`��', `�', and `y' denote 1%, 5%, and 10% levels of signi®cance, respectively. The row labeled
`Causality Test' gives the F-statistics and the likelihood ratio statistics for the hypothesis of money
does not cause output in panel 2.A and for the hypothesis of commercial paper rates do not cause
output in panel 2.B. Q(k) and Q2(k) give the Ljung-Box Q-statistics calculated from the ®rst k
autocorrelations of the estimated (standardized) errors and their squares.
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icant. That is, there is evidence of commercial paper rates affecting future

output. Again, the result of no-commercial-paper-rate effect may be the

consequence of ignoring ARCH effects in the model.

Thoma (1994)

Thoma (1994) devises a regression equation to test for asymmetries in the

effects of positive and negative changes in money growth and the differential

effects of money growth over the business cycle. For the sample period of

1959:01±1989:12, Thoma (1994, equation 14) considers

Äyt � c� ìt �
X12

i�1

ãiÄytÿi �
X6

i�1

ë�i Äm�tÿi �
X6

i�1

ëÿi Ämÿtÿi

�
X6

i�1

ø�i S tÿiÄm�tÿi �
X6

i�1

øÿi S tÿiÄmÿtÿi �
X12

i�1

äiÄ ptÿi (5)

�
X12

i�1

èiÄrB, tÿi � å t:

The effects of positive and negative changes in money (M1) growth are

captured by Äm�t and Ämÿt , where

Äm�t � Ämt if Ämt .Ämtÿ1

� 0 otherwise,

and

Ämÿt � Ämt if Ämt ,Ämtÿ1

� 0 otherwise:

The effects of money growth over the business cycle are captured by

StÿiÄm�tÿi and StÿiÄmÿtÿi, where St is a proxy for the state of the economy

and is measured by the deviation of the output growth from a linear time

trend. Other variables in (5) are the same as those de®ned for (4).5 Again, the

5Thoma (1994) states that the consumer price index (CPI) is used. However, the ADF-GLS test
suggests the CPI data have two unit roots. Further, we cannot replicate Thoma's results using the
CPI data. On the other hand, the producer price index (PPI) data yield results that are very similar to
those reported in Thoma (1994) and have only one unit root. Thus, PPI data are used in the
subsequent analysis.
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unit root and cointegration tests (results not reported) indicate that (5) is an

appropriate speci®cation.

The test results are reported in Table 3. Using the standard F-test, we are

able to reject the hypothesis of ëÿi � øÿi � 0 but not the one of ë�i �
ø�i � 0 for i � 1, . . . , 6. That is, negative monetary shocks, but not positive

ones, affect future output growth. The result is consistent with Thoma's

®ndings. However, the diagnostics suggest evidence of ARCH effects. The

ML estimation of (5) with an ARCH(1) error con®rms the presence of ARCH

effects. An ARCH(1) coef®cient of 0.88 provides an adequate description of

the conditional heteroskedasticity in the error term. The likelihood ratio test

rejects the hypothesis of ë�i � ø�i � 0. Thus, when the conditional hetero-

skedasticity in the disturbance term is accounted for, we have evidence of

positive monetary shocks affecting future output. This result is contrary to

the prediction of the price downward rigidity argument.

V. Magnitude of the Monetary Effect

The preceding exercises show that ignoring conditional volatility can lead to

erroneous statistical inferences on the effect of money on output. The ML

approach, which yields ef®cient estimates, indicates that output is affected by

money. The importance of money, however, depends on both the joint

statistical signi®cance of the lagged money variables and the magnitude of

the monetary effect. In fact, Sims (1980) advises the use of forecast error

variance decomposition analysis, in addition to statistical signi®cance, to

evaluate the causal effect. To gain further insight into the monetary effect, we

compare the forecast error variance decomposition results from the LS and

ARCH-MLE speci®cations.6

As an illustration, we decompose the output growth forecast error vari-

ance using, respectively, the LS and ARCH-MLE estimates of equation (4).7

The six-, twelve-, and twenty-four-months forecasting horizons are consid-

ered. Following Friedman and Kuttner (1993), the orderings (Äyt, Äpt,

Ämt, Ärp,t, (rp,t ÿ rB,t)) and (Äyt, Ä pt, (rp,t ÿ rB,t), Ärp,t, Ämt) are exam-

ined. The proportions of output growth forecast error variances attributable

to the money and interest rate variables are given in Table 4. For both types

of orderings, the results based on the LS estimates tend to understate money's

6As reported in Granger, Robins, and Engle (1984), coef®cient estimates from the LS and
ARCH-MLE procedures can be quite different. Thus, the two sets of estimates can give dissimilar
forecast error variance decomposition results.

7Equation (5) is not considered since four variables derived from money growth are included as
regressors. Further, Thoma (1994) examines only the output equation. Also, for simplicity, we
assume there are no cross-equation ARCH interactions between individual equations.
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contribution to unexpected output variability.8 The problem of under-

estimation apparently is more severe at short horizons than at long horizons.

Besides precision, controlling for ARCH effects can have implications for

the magnitude of the monetary effect. However, it should be noted that the

ARCH-MLE procedure does not necessarily increase the magnitude of the

causality effect.

In this example, the use of the ARCH-MLE method reveals the statistical

signi®cance of money and increases the measured monetary effect. The

overall evidence on the importance of money, however, is quite limited.

Indeed, for the estimation methods and variable orderings examined, less than

1.5 percent of the output forecast error variance is explained by money. The

interest rate variables, compared with the money variable, explain a larger

fraction of output uncertainty.9 Thus, while money is statistically signi®cant

after accounting for conditional volatility, it is unlikely to be a principal

source of output ¯uctuations.

TABLE 3

Money-Output Causality ± The Thoma (1994) Case

OLS ARCH (MLE)

Causality Test 1.5378 [0.1096] 25.6249� [0.0121]

ARCH Parameters

á0 ± ± 0.00002�� (0.000003)

á1 ± ± 0.8840�� (0.1958)

Q(1) 0.0597 [0.8068] 2.0451 [0.1526]

Q(3) 2.5034 [0.4746] 3.1165 [0.3740]

Q(6) 2.8721 [0.8247] 4.3359 [0.6313]

Q2(1) 4.5552� [0.0328] 0.5848 [0.4444]

Q2(3) 5.9587 [0.1136] 1.0387 [0.7918]

Q2(6) 7.3346 [0.2910] 1.8174 [0.9357]

Notes: The least squares regression results of equation (5) are summarized in columns 2 and 3.
Columns 4 and 5 give the maximum likelihood estimation results allowing for an ARCH(1) error
term. The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors. P-values are given in square brackets.
`��' and `�'denote 1% and 5%, levels of signi®cance, respectively. The row labeled `Causality Test'
gives the F-statistics and the likelihood ratio statistics for the hypothesis of `positive' money shocks
do not cause output. Q(k) and Q2(k) give the Ljung-Box Q-statistics calculated from the ®rst k
autocorrelations of the estimated (standardized) errors and their squares.

8The results based on the LS procedure are consistent with those in Friedman and Kuttner (1993).
9In contrast with the money effect, the adjustment for ARCH effects lowers the magnitudes of the

two interest-rate effects. The results are in accordance with the conjecture that ARCH-adjustment
can lead to increase or decrease in the measured magnitude of causality.
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VI. Concluding Remarks

The effect of money and the way money affects output are crucial to the

understanding of the role of monetary policy and business cycles. An

enormous amount of literature is devoted to studying the monetary effect. As

discussed in the introduction, there are both theoretical and empirical

motivations for including ARCH effects in examining the in¯uence of money

on aggregate output. Most empirical exercises in this literature, however, do

not consider ARCH effects. Using Monte Carlo methods, it is illustrated that

the presence of ARCH effects can substantially lower the power of the

conventional causality test and mislead researchers to conclude a variable

does not in¯uence the future path of another variable.

In re-examining two money-output causality regressions, we identify the

presence of ARCH effects. We further show that the no-money-effect results

are reported because the original studies ignore the ARCH effect. The two

empirical examples highlight the possibility of the presence of conditional

heteroskedasticity in a typical money-output causality regression and its

implications for statistical inference. When the ARCH effect is not appro-

TABLE 4

Forecast Error Variance Decomposition

Estimation Forecast Horizons

Percentage of Output Variances Explained by

Method in Months Ämt Ärp,t (rp,t ÿ rB,t)

A. Ordering: (Äyt, Äpt, Ämt, Ärp,t, (rp,t ÿ rB,t))

OLS 6 0.673 8.631 5.703

12 0.615 12.058 7.938

24 1.206 13.442 8.574

ARCH-MLE 6 0.935 10.088 3.958

12 1.051 11.046 4.587

24 1.261 13.136 6.192

B. Ordering: (Äyt, Äpt, (rp,t ÿ rB,t), Ärp,t, Ämt)

OLS 6 0.439 4.560 10.009

12 0.407 6.098 14.106

24 0.929 7.470 14.823

ARCH-MLE 6 0.988 6.278 7.714

12 1.087 7.650 7.947

24 1.323 9.017 10.249

Notes: The entries in the third to ®fth columns are the percentages of output forecast error
variances explained by the money (Ämt) and interest rates (Ärp,t, rp,t ÿ rB,t) variables. The
estimation methods (OLS and ARCH-MLE) used to generate the parameters in equation (4) for the
forecast error variance decomposition analysis and the forecast horizons are given in columns 1
and 2.
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priately modeled, we may obtain erroneous inferences on the statistical

signi®cance and the magnitude of the monetary effect. Thus, a proper test of

models for money-output causality should allow for ARCH effects.

To be fair, we do not mean to implicate previous studies and claim that

they are all subject to the ARCH effect criticism. Rather, we would like to

point out the potential cost of ignoring ARCH effects in conducting money-

output causality analysis.

Date of Receipt of Final Manuscript: December 2000.
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